
Future of CryoEM



• Progress with equipment will be slow and increasingly 
expensive, requiring regional centres (c.f. synchrotrons 
for X-ray diffraction)

• Beam-induced charging and movement will be intractable
• A few atypical structures will be determined at high 

resolution but resolution will be routinely stuck at 6-10 Å
• There will be some high profile scandals with serious errors in 

published structures

Optimistic

Pessimistic

• Instrumental problems will all be solved
• Specimen preparation will become straightforward
• Beam-induced charging and movement will be minimised
• Structures will be obtained routinely at resolutions beyond 3Å
• Reliable indices will be developed which differentiate good 

structures from bad structures



Overview of electron cryomicroscopy
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Sharpening = exp(+B/4d2) 
S/N weighting, Cref = (2*FSC/(1+FSC))0.5

Overall factor = exp(+B/4d2) *(2*FSC/(1+FSC))0.5



For two independent half sets of data
Cross-correlation = Ctest
Ctest = Σ(S + N1) (S + N2) / Σ(S2+ 2SN + N2)

= S2 / (S2 + N2)
where  S = signal      and  N = N1 = N2 = noise in half

dataset

Comparing the full set of data to a perfect reference set
Cross-correlation = Cref
Cref = S2 / (√S2 • √(S2+N2/2))

= √ (S2/(S2 + N2/2))            =   (2 • Ctest / (1+Ctest))1/2

Therefore
When       S2 = N2 Ctest = 0.500    and  Cref = 0.816 = fom
When     6S2 = N2 Ctest = 0.143    and  Cref = 0.500 = fom



Cref = (2*FSC/(1+FSC))0.5







Specimen types - 2D crystals

+  can average many unit cells on good crystals
+  lattice defines position and orientation accurately

- resolution only as good as crystal order (c.f. X-ray)
- lattice can block structural changes or induce disorder

Potential for better images which would allow more powerful 
processing (treat as single molecules, with individual (restricted) 
position and orientation), hence overcome limitations.
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Grigorieff, Beckmann & Zemlin, JMB, 1995



Specimen types - helical arrays - 1.5D crystals

+  single picture provides many views, no missing cone
+  filaments often more strongly bonded than 2D crystals

- often the helix bends and twists a lot (small diameter helices)
- large diameter tubular arrays may be deformed (squashed)

Potential to correct for substantial distortions if images were more 
perfect.  Potential to image thicker specimens with Cc corrector.



Nigel Unwin



Specimen types - single particles – 0D crystal

+  no crystallisation required
+  extensive purification not required (purify in the computer)
+  most generally applicable specimen preparation method

- lack of neighbours may allow increased flexibility & disorder
- lack of intermolecular contact may allow more beam-induced 

image blurring

No reason in principle why it should not be possible to reach 
3-4 Ångstrom resolution using single particle approaches.  Better 
images will allow finer classification.





Adrian, Dubochet et al, Nature, 1984



Specimen types - tomography of sections or spreads

+  simultaneous alignment of entire field
+  colloidal gold can improve alignment
+  no need for homogeneity or symmetry, very general 

- structure may change during acquisition of tilt views  
- without later real-space averaging, resolution always < 1/20 Å-1

Critical to make use of every electron and get maximum MTF/DQE.
In principle, all cryoEM could be done by tomography.  

For example, crystallographic, helical or single particle analyses can 
be carried out with subsequent real-space averaging of the 
tomographic 3D density – What is optimal strategy? – collection of 
1, 2, 3, or 50 tilt views of a field of homogeneous particles?



Sam Li - yeast spindle, single image



Sam Li - slice through 3D tomographic map



Sam Li



• Better microscopes (Cc corrected, efficient phase plates)
Cc = 0  especially useful in tomography
phase plate most useful for single particle alignment

• Better detectors (What do we want)
high DQE(0) and DQE(Ny)
large field of view
low noise ( < 0.1 el/pix)

• Understand why the images we get are so bad
ice contamination, charging, beam-induced movement




